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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the symbolic omputation systems help us find some exact solutions 
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The symbol ic -computat ion  systems could be useful tools in the investigation of nonl inear evolu- 
t ion equations.  A class of those, called the breaking soliton equations, have become an interest ing 
subject  within half  a decade, as seen, e.g., in [1-6]. 
In this paper,  we consider a symbol ic -computat ion-based m thod [7,8] in the solut ion s tudy  of 
the Bogoyavlenski i 's  general ized breaking soliton equat ion [1,2], i.e., 
(Uxt -- 4UxUxy -- 2UyUxx -~ Uxxxy)x = --Ol2Uyyy, (1) 
where the Bogoyavlenski i  parameter  ~2 is real. What  is in the parentheses i in fact a typical  
(2 + 1)-dimensional breaking soliton equation [2,3,5,6,9,10]. 
Let us begin with a t ransformat ion 
u(x, y, t) nm'~nnk F(t), = vx w[z (x ,  y,  t)] + (2) 
where F(t) and z(x,y, t) are a couple of functions. The integers, k, m, and n, are determined 
v ia the leading-order analysis as m = 1 and k = n = 0. In the following analysis, when 
subst i tut ing Ansatz  (2) into equat ion (1), we will choose an ord inary  differential equat ion for 
the th i rd  function, w(z),  so as to impose condit ions upon z(x, y, t). The subst i tut ion yields 
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.~( ' )  z~z~ + 3 .~"  z~z~z~ + .~"  z~z~ + ~(4) zt~ - ~ (~")~ z~ z~ - 6~" ~(') z~z~ 
+ ~(~)z~z~ + 3~'"~2z~ + 3 .~w'"z~ + 3~ "~z~ - 24~"~"~z~ - 2~'w( ' ) z~ 
48WltWttl 3 Z 4WtW(4)Z3ZyZxx 4. 5W(5)Z4Zxy 4. 30~2Wtt ZyZxyy 4. O~2Wl Zxyyy 4. 3Wm ZtZxZxx -- ZxZy xx -- 
" " Z (W") 2 + lOw(5)zuz3zxx 4-~,w Zxt xx -48  z~zxuzxx - 24w'w"z2zxyzxx 4- 30w(4)z~zxyzxx 
ttl 2 - 24(~")~z~z~zL - 12w'w"~z~L + 15~(%~z~L - 18~', ,"z~zL + 15~ z~z~x 
+ 3w"zxz=xt - 12 (w") 2 z~z=.~ - 6w'w"z3z=x~ + lOw(4)z3z==y - 30w'w"zxz==z==~ (3) 
4- 30w'" z=zxxzxxv 4- w" ztz=x= - 12 (w") 2 zyz2zzzx - 6w'w"  zuz2z=zz + lOw(4)z~zuzxxx 
- 20w'w"z~z~uz~ + 20w'z~z~yz~ - lOw'w"zuz~zx~ + lOw" 'zvz~z~ - 6 (w') 2 z~yz~ 
+ lo~"z~z~ + ~'z~x~t - 4~'~"z5~ + lO~"'z~z~x~ - 4 (~')~ z~z~ + lO~"z~z~ 
- 2w'w"z~z~zxxzx + 5w'"z~z~zxz~ - 2 (w') 2 z~zzzxx + 5w"zxyz~x~ + 5w"zzzx~ 
4- Wl~ ZyZxxxxx 4- W~ Zxxxxxy : O, 
~ The leading-order analysis requires that the terms with the highest power of the where w ~ -- -gT" 
5 vanish, i.e., differential coefficients of z( x, y, t ), or z~zu, 
-6  (w"') 2 - 6w"w (4) + w (6) = O, (4) 
which in turn has a special form of solution 
w[(z(x, y, t)] = -2 .  ln[z(x, y, t)], (5) 
as the expression for w(z), since every term in equation (4) has the same sum of the degrees of 
the derivatives, i.e., 6. 
For z(x, y, t), we assume that the w' terms in the remainder of equation (3) vanish, i.e., 
w' (a2zxyyy + zx~t + zx~u)  = 0, (6) 
a particular solution of which is found as 
z (x ,y , t ;a  2) = l+exp(A .x+B.y -  
B3a 2 4. A4B 
A2 • t 4- C )  , (7) 
where A ¢ 0, B, and C are arbitrary constants. Therefore, we construct a trial solution 
(x, y, t; ~2) = w'z~ 
= F(t) - A {tanh [l (A.  x + B.y  - 
= D(t) -  A.tanh [l (A .x  + B.y  - 
A2 . t -be  4 .1  
Baa2+A4B . t+C) ]  
A 2 
(s) 
Using Mathematica, we are able to verify that expression (8) is indeed a class of solutions for 
equation (1). The class turns out to be the sums of the arbitrary functions of time, D(t) = F ( t ) -A  
and the Bogoyavlenskii-parameterized (a 2) solitary waves. 
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